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Oxford International Corporate Training

Training is available to suit a range of budgets and time periods: 
courses can take place over an intensive half-day or day, for those 
visiting Oxford for a short period, or up to two weeks of residential 
training for those looking for a longer, more immersive experience.  

Programmes are typically taught in various faculties and colleges of 
the University of Oxford, although non-University venues are 
available if budget is limited. 

Trainers are drawn from many of the UK’s leading universities, 
including Oxford and Cambridge, and from the most senior levels in 
many spheres of business, industry, and government. 

Oxford is a world-renowned University city, with origins dating back over eight hundred years. 
Alongside its countless traditions, it is a thriving, modern city, home to the latest developments in 
business and research. As an important cultural centre, it is home to two leading Universities, some 
of the world’s most prestigious museums and galleries, and countless buildings of historical 
significance.  

We have more than twenty years’ experience organising bespoke training courses for professionals 
from around the world, working in a wide range of different fields.  

Programmes are designed to meet the requirements of each client: we work closely to the 
specification of your organisation to put together a programme of training which will help develop 
your employees’ strengths in a targeted way. 

"It is always a pleasure to work with OICT to 
provide high-quality and well-organised 
training programmes for our delegates"  

- WPI Consult Ltd., Nigeria 



We have organised hundreds of programmes, with themes spanning across education, 
business and finance, HR management, public speaking, and more. Below are some of the 
most popular themes for training programmes delivered in 2019-20, alongside some of our 
more bespoke topics: 

- Local Government  

- National and International Relations  

- Leaderships: Types, Effectiveness, and Global Variations 

- An Introduction to British History and Politics - Cultural Awareness and Communication 

- Critical Thinking and Entrepreneurial Skills  

- Visual Arts, Media, and Marketing 

- Business Planning for Fashion Merchandising  

- Cyber Security and Web Development  

- Social Care and Health Statistics 

Experience and Themes



09.00 – 09.30 Coffee, Welcome Address, and Introduction to the Training Programme

09.30 – 11.00 Lecture One

11.00 – 11.15 Morning Break

11.15 – 12.45 Lecture Two

12.45 – 13.15 Q&A

13.15 – 15.00 Formal Lunch in the University

15.00 – 15.30 Certificate Presentation and Photographs

Sample Schedule

Many of our seminars are held in the university, providing excellent training venues and facilities 
and are led by guest speakers from Oxford’s two Universities. We can arrange for your staff to 
dine in one of the colleges of Oxford University.  

The increasing globalisation of companies and organisations leads to a greater need for 
intercultural business communications in English. We have enormous experience in integrating 
these skills into our training schedules, if required. 



All programmes are priced individually, based 
on number of participants, number of hours of 
training, and a range of optional extras 
including: accommodation, formal hosted 
University lunch/dinner, cultural programme, 
and transport to/from Oxford.  

An indication of pricing for recent programmes 
is given below: 

Pricing

Half-day training, featuring three hours of 
lectures, Q&A, and a formal University lunch: 
£200 per person, based on 100 participants. 

Two-day training programme, with one day 
in Oxford, and one day in Cambridge, 
featuring six hours of lectures, Q&A, walking 
tour in both cities, and transport between 
Oxford and Cambridge: £450 per person, 
based on 65 participants. 

Week-long training programme, with three 
hours of seminars each day from Monday-
Friday, and cultural programme involving a 
two-hour guided visit each afternoon: 
£720 per person, based on 50 participants.

"We had the honour of learning from a world-renowned expert 
in the field of education, and then of working with an excellent 
practitioner. I gained practical skills relevant to my current job. I 
learned about new methods of working with pupils with 
disabilities and improved my knowledge of education systems 
in other countries."  

- Dubravka K., Croatia



Previous Clients 

British Telecom

Others include; 
AlRahji Contracting Co., Saudia Arabia   Zhejiang Wanli International School, China 
Business Class Co., Russia                               Mitsuba Associates, Japan  
Ayan Degan Institute, Tehran   The China Development Bank 
Transparente UK, China    CAPSE, Ukraine 
Jianghan University, Wuhan, China  Beijing Union University  
Zhejiang ZFSC Service Centre    
  

Beijing Normal University 

Qatar Aspire Academy

Egyptian General Petroleum 

Sino-Bridge International Ltd.

Sufficient Skills & Career Consult 
Ltd.,

"On behalf of the President of Amaltea Bilingual Education Foundation, Headmaster of Bilingual 
Primary School No. 1 in Warsaw, Poland, and myself, I would like to thank all staff for the professional 
training courses provided for the teachers and employees of our institution. Language training and 
specialist courses were conducted at a very high level, in a very good, friendly atmosphere. All my 
colleagues expressed their satisfaction upon return."  

- Anna B., Poland



Additional Services 

Local Site Visits - (financial institutions, relevant organisations, Oxford City Council, 
educational institutions and “match-making” visits to relevant companies) 

Cultural Programme and Excursions - (University of Oxford Colleges and Libraries, Lunch in 
a College, Sheldonian Theatre and Holywell Music Room concerts, Guided tours of the 
Ashmolean, Bodleian and Pitt-Rivers Museum, Day trips to Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwick, 
Blenheim Palace and the Cotswolds). 

Accommodation - We are happy to 
arrange accommodation in Oxford for 
delegates if required. This is usually in a 
central Oxford hotel - to suit a range of 
budgets - but accommodation in one of 
the Colleges of the University may be 
possible, depending on dates and 
number of delegates. 

Interpreter - A bi-lingual, simultaneous 
translator can be provided if required.  
Handouts and presentation slides can 
also be translated after the training 
programme as needed.



(+44) 1865 201009 

info@oxintstudycentre.com 

www.oict.co.uk

If you would like any further information on any of our 
programmes, please contact us at:

Oxford International Corporate Training 
The training division of 

Oxford International Study Centre
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